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40 years ago our XT models opened up 
a whole new world of adventure riding 
to thousands of riders - and went on to 
inspire legendary rally raids like the Dakar. 
This was where the original Yamaha Ténéré 
rally bikes demolished the opposition and 
established themselves as the ultimate 
adventure bikes.
 

Today the rugged Ténéré spirit lives on in 
the all-new Ténéré 700 – the most exciting 
Yamaha adventure bike to be launched 
in many years and a true dual purpose 
machine designed to take you on a journey 
to discover New Horizons. 

Equipped with the successful CP2, 689cc, 
parallel-twin engine and a completely new 
chassis, the Ténéré 700 is designed to 
deliver class-leading handling and agility in 
the dirt. 
 
This is your time. Go live your dream.

The spirit of adventure is embedded within your soul. And every Yamaha Adventure 
model gives you the freedom to discover what lies beyond the next horizon.

NEXT

 



The Next Horizon            
is Yours.



When you’re riding the new Ténéré 700, your 
future can be whatever you want it to be. 
Because this is a go-anywhere motorcycle that 
enables you to live life without limits, and 
experience a new feeling of total freedom.

Driven by a high-torque, 689cc, 2-cylinder engine 
equipped with a special optimised transmission 
that gives you the ideal balance of power and 
control, this rally-bred long distance adventure 
bike is built to master a wide range of riding 
conditions on the dirt or asphalt.

The compact tubular chassis and slim bodywork 
offer maximum agility during stand up or 
sit down riding – and long travel suspension 
and spoke wheels give you the ability to get 
anywhere you want. Just fill up and go. 

The Next Horizon is Yours.

Professional rider depicted under controlled conditions
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The Yamaha Ténéré Experience offers you the 
chance of a thrilling adventure in the wild hills of 
north Wales, exploring some of the most rugged 
and beautiful countryside in the UK.

There are trails and courses designed to suit 
riders of different experience and ability  - this  
is the ultimate off road experience.

www.yamaha-offroad-experience.co.uk



689cc, 4-stroke, CP2 engine
Riding across deserts, through mountain trails or 
along the highway, the Ténéré’s 689cc, 2-cylinder, 
crossplane philosophy engine gives you instant 
power that can respond to every situation. And 
with its strong linear torque and optimised 
transmission, this lightweight go-anywhere 
adventure bike gives you total control in every 
riding environment.

Rally-bred face with 4-LED headlights
Yamaha has been one of the leading names 
in the rally world for over 40 years – and the 
Ténéré 700’s aggressive new face is inspired by 
the latest Dakar factory race bikes. Featuring a 
powerful and iconic 4-LED headlight design that 
illuminates the darkest wilderness, this forceful 
and distinctive look underlines the bike’s pure 
rally-bred technology.

Slim compact body and flat seat
For maximum agility the new Ténéré 700 has a 
flat seat and narrow body that make it easy to 
shift your weight around – whether you’re sitting 
down or standing up on the footpegs. Its relaxed 
riding position ensures all-day comfort and the 
slim 16-litre long-range tank gives excellent knee 
grip for precise control on every type of surface.

New double cradle tubular steel frame
When you find yourself in challenging off 
road situations you’ll appreciate the compact 
dimensions of the Ténéré 700’s all-new rugged 
double cradle tubular steel frame. Its short 
wheelbase and slim body gives you superb agility 
in technical riding situations – and with 240mm of 
ground clearance it’s built for extreme terrain.

Long-travel upside down forks
Check out the race-bred front suspension and it’s 
clear that this lightweight adventure bike is built 
to take on the most hostile terrain! Equipped with 
flex-resistant 43mm tubes and giving 210mm 
of front wheel movement that gives a smooth 
ride with lightweight steering, these adjustable 
upside down forks can handle whatever you may 
encounter on your adventures!

21-inch/18-inch spoke wheels
Just like Yamaha’s factory rally race bikes, the 
Ténéré 700 is equipped with a spoke 21-inch front 
wheel and an 18-inch rear wheel that combine 
low weight with immense strength and excellent 
shock resistance. And for high levels of traction 
and durability on the dirt and street, these 
aluminium wheels are fitted with Pirelli Scorpion 
Rally tyres.

Rally style cockpit
Every feature on the Ténéré 700 – including the 
rally style cockpit with tapered handlebars – has 
been thoroughly tested and evaluated over the 
toughest terrain on the prototype Ténéré 700 
World Raid model. Developed using valuable 
input from adventure riders all over the world, 
the cockpit combines excellent functionality with 
race-bred looks.

Remotely adjustable rear shock absorber
The sophisticated rear suspension is designed 
to give you a smooth and stable ride in a variety 
of conditions on the dirt or highway – whether 
you’re riding solo or carrying a passenger and 
luggage. Offering 200mm of wheel movement, 
this rally-bred system features a convenient 
remote adjuster, enabling you to change the 
settings while you’re on the go.



Competition White Tech Black
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Rally Pack

With its off road credentials, the Ténéré 700 is 
meant to be ridden dirty! To give you and your 
motorcycle that edge of the seat adrenaline 
rush, the Rally Pack offers some of the most 
exciting and sporty Yamaha Genuine Accessories.            
Giving you freedom to change your riding position 
dynamically, the exclusive rally seat increases the 
authentic rally look of your Ténéré 700. 

To make it also sound like a true rally machine, 
the Akrapovič slip-on gives a throaty-rich exhaust 
note. While taking your bike off road can push the 
drive-train to its edges, and this is why the chain 
guide, chain guard and radiator protector are 
there to safeguard important elements of your 
Ténéré 700. 

For a sharp and dynamic look, the Rally Pack also 
includes number plate holder, tank pad and LED 
blinkers. The Rally Pack is your ticket to the 
ultimate sideways drifting action!

Explorer Pack

Ténéré 700 is built to take you off the beaten 
track and move you over to new horizons. The 
Explorer Pack contains the complete ensemble 
of accessories to support you on this journey of 
discovery. 

The aluminium side cases with 72L capacity ensure 
you have enough space to pack up and go at a 
moment’s notice. To carry even more luggage, the 
Explorer Pack features an easily mountable mono 
seat rack, with flat surface, that allows faster 
setting up of additional bags. 

With all that luggage, it’s imperative to have good 
bike stability when parked and that’s why the 
Explorer Pack is equipped with a centre stand. For 
added protection, the pack also features a skid 
plate and an engine guard, so your Ténéré 700 can 
withstand those long-distance travels. Are you 
ready to make the next horizon yours?

Ténéré 700 with Rally Pack parts fitted

Ténéré 700 with Explorer Pack parts fitted



37 Litre Aluminium Side Case (left) 42 Litre Aluminium Top Case

Licence Plate Holder Adventure Tank Pad

Fog Light kit Radiator Protector

Lowering Kit - reduces seat height 
by 38mm

Rally Seat

Slip-on Titanium Muffler Suspension Lowering Links - 
reduces seat height by 18mm

35 Litre Aluminium Side Case (right) Rear Carrier

Drive Chain Guide Side Protection Grip Pads

Fog Light Mount - Engine Guard Heavy Duty Skid Plate

Main Stand Kit Passenger Comfort Seat

Mono Seat Rack Tank Bag

Side Case Mounting Kit Chain Guard

Handlebar Riser Kit Headlight Protector

Fog Light Mount - Headlight Heavy Duty Skid Plate Toolbox

Low Seat Heated Grips

Body Protection Bars Tank Bag Mounting Ring

Accessories Ténéré 700

Above is a selection of accessories available for the Tenere 700 models. Please contact your local Yamaha dealer for a full list of accessories and to advise you on the best accessories set-up for your Yamaha. Full list of accessories is also available at www.yamaha-motor.eu/uk/accessories



Fill up with Adventure.



XT1200ZE Super Ténéré Raid Edition

Optimum adjustability to suit all riders
Features such as the electronically adjustable 
suspension, D-MODE mapping and 3-stage 
traction control allow the rider to select the 
preferred mode for the prevailing conditions, 
and the Raid Edition is also equipped with a 
4-step adjustable high windscreen as well as an 
adjustable seat that can be set between 845mm 
and 870mm high.

Rugged components ensure long   
distance durability
The Super Ténéré Raid Edition is a serious 
adventure bike that is built for extreme 
exploration. The slim and deep-sided fuel tank has 
a generous capacity of 23 litres for an extended 
riding range, while the tough, aluminium, spoked 
wheels run with heavy duty rims and tubeless 
tyres.

Aluminium side cases with 74 litres     
total capacity
The Super Ténéré Raid Edition is equipped with 
newly designed 37-litre aluminium side cases 
that give you a total of 74 litres of lockable and 
weatherproof storage. For increased durability, 
this rugged and lightweight aluminium luggage 
has corner points reinforced in techno polymer.

Exclusive Raid Edition equipment
For high levels of weather protection the 
exclusive Super Ténéré Raid Edition is equipped 
with a high windscreen and wind deflectors – and 
with fog lamps fitted as standard, the XT1200ZE 
Super Ténéré Raid Edition has the same 4-lamp 
face layout as Yamaha’s rally race bikes.

 

Professional rider depicted under controlled conditions

Tech Black
When it’s time to discover what’s over the next horizon, the rugged Super Ténéré 
Raid Edition has the ability to transport you into a whole new world, where it can 
take you further and further every day.

Featuring bold new graphics as well as a high screen and fog lamps – and 
equipped with lightweight aluminium side cases giving 74-litres of lockable 
luggage space – this premium quality adventure bike gives you the freedom to 
pack up and go at a moment’s notice.

With a hugely powerful 1199cc engine and a robust chassis featuring 
electronically adjustable suspension and adjustable ergonomics, the Super 
Ténéré Raid Edition is ready to chase the Next Horizon.

Ceramic Ice
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Professional rider depicted under controlled conditions

Inside every one of us there is a spirit of adventure that’s just waiting to be set 
free. And when the urge to break out of the daily routine becomes irresistible, 
this high-tech explorer is ready to take you wherever you want to go.

The latest XT1200ZE Super Ténéré is built to satisfy your desire to see what lies 
beyond the horizon.

Everything about this hugely capable long distance adventure bike has been 
designed to take you further than you ever imagined was possible. Equipped 
with a hugely powerful 1199cc engine and a rugged chassis featuring 
electronically adjustable suspension, the Super Ténéré is ready to thrill on the 
highway and excel on the dirt.

XT1200ZE Super Ténéré

1199cc, liquid-cooled, inline, twin  
cylinder engine
The XT1200ZE Super Ténéré’s slim and immensely 
powerful 1199cc, liquid-cooled, inline, 2-cylinder 
4-stroke engine delivers massive levels of torque 
for instant roll-on acceleration. Refined engine 
internals boost power to 112PS (82.4kW), giving 
this long distance adventure bike the ability to 
take you wherever you want to go.

Intelligent unified braking system + ABS
The intelligent unified braking system gives the 
rider total control. Pulling the front brake lever 
first activates the unified system, while touching 
the rear brake first gives you individual control 
over the front and rear brakes. And for added 
confidence the XT1200ZE is equipped with ABS.

Easy-to-adjust electronically adjustable 
suspension
The XT1200ZE’s electronically adjustable 
suspension enables the adventure rider to make 
instant suspension adjustments while on the 
move. This easy-to-operate system is controlled 
by a multi-function handlebar-mounted switch 
and offers a total of 84 different settings to suit 
every road and off road riding situation.

Shaft drive with rubber clutch damper
Shaft drive is vital for any serious long distance 
adventure rider and the XT1200ZE is equipped 
with a rugged and reliable system that efficiently 
delivers the huge torque output to the rear 
wheel. And for increased comfort and durability 
the latest model is fitted with new rubber clutch 
dampers that give an even smoother ride.

Ceramic Ice

Tech Black



 

Unleash your spirit  
of adventure.
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Go Beyond.



Professional rider depicted under controlled conditions

Adventure travelling takes skill, courage and endurance – as well as faith in 
your machine. Faith that it’ll love rocky river crossings and dirt roads as much 
as you do. Faith that it’s going to be comfortable on a long freeway haul. 
Faith that it’s got what it takes to carve up twisty mountain roads.

The Super Ténéré is built from the ground up to be the most exciting next-
generation adventure tourer, combining Yamaha’s Dakar-bred toughness and 
reliability with light, easy handling and advanced rider assist technology.

The Super Ténéré is now available in eye-catching, distinctive Ceramic Ice.
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XT1200Z Super Ténéré

Shaft drive, inline, 2-cylinder engine - 
270-degree crank
Tear up tarmac and move mountains of sand 
with 1199cc of effortless, 270-degree, inline 
2-cylinder grunt. Big, flexible torque meets 112PS 
of quick-revving power in a big-bore engine that’s 
mounted low in the frame for sharper handling.

YCC-T with 3-stage traction control
Choose how you want to ride and get on the 
gas with confidence. The Super Ténéré features 
advanced Yamaha Chip-Controlled Throttle 
(YCC-T) technology with 3-stage traction control 
that can be turned off when it’s time for a little 
rear-wheel steering in the dirt.  The bike also has 
switchable Yamaha D-MODE engine mapping.

Intelligent Unified Brake System + ABS
The smart ABS system predicts when the wheels 
are about to slide and smoothly intervene. 
And the Unified Brake System lets you choose 
between braking both wheels with just the front 
lever, or controlling each wheel by touching the 
rear brake pedal first.  Together they deliver 
exceptional control in a wide range of riding 
conditions.

Mass is kept low and central for                
agile handling
A low and central centre of mass was one of 
Yamaha’s key design goals. You’ll notice the 
effects straight away - the superb balance and 
agility you feel at slow speeds and on loose 
surfaces and the light, quick steering as you flick 
the bike effortlessly through switchback corners 
on mountain roads.

Ceramic Ice

Tech Black



 



37 Litre Aluminium Side Case Black 
(left)

37 Litre Aluminium Side Case Silver 
(left)

Wind Deflector Kit Carbon Side Panels

Side Case Stays Rear Brake Protector

High Screen Low Seat (Grey)

Slip-on Titanium Muffler Passenger Grab Bars

37 Litre Aluminium Side Case Black 
(right)

37 Litre Aluminium Side Case Silver 
(right)

Skid Plate LED Fog Lamp Kit

Rear Case Mounting Plate Skid Plate Extension Kit

Main Stand Kit Tank Pad

Carbon Front Fork Protectors Tank Bag

42 Litre Aluminium Top Case Black 42 Litre Aluminium Top Case Silver

Carbon Exhaust Cover Headlight Protector

Drive Shaft Protector Carbon Frame Protectors

Low Seat (Black) Heated Grips

Body protection bars Tank Bag Mounting Ring

Accessories XT1200 Super Ténéré Models

Above is a selection of accessories available for the XT1200Z models. Please contact your local Yamaha dealer for a full list of accessories and to advise you on the best accessories set-up for your Yamaha. Full list of accessories is also available at www.yamaha-motor.eu/uk/accessories



Specifications Ténéré 700 XT1200Z Super Ténéré XT1200ZE Super Ténéré
Engine

Engine type 2-Cylinder, Liquid cooled, 4-stroke, 4-valve, DOHC Forward inclined 2-cylinder, 4-stroke, liquid cooled,     
DOHC, 4-valve

Forward inclined 2-cylinder, 4-stroke, liquid cooled,     
DOHC, 4-valve

Displacement 689cc 1,199cc 1,199cc

Bore x stroke 80.0 mm x 68.6 mm 98 mm x 79.5 mm 98 mm x 79.5 mm

Compression ratio 11.5:1 11.0 : 1 11.0 : 1

Maximum power 54.0kW @ 9000 rpm 82.4kW (112PS) @ 7,250 rpm 82.4kW (112PS) @ 7,250 rpm

Limited power version n/a n/a n/a

Maximum Torque 68.0Nm @ 6500 rpm 117.0Nm (11.9kg-m) @ 6,000 rpm 117.0Nm (11.9kg-m) @ 6,000 rpm

Lubrication system Wet sump Dry sump Dry sump

Clutch Type Wet, Multiple Disc Wet, Multiple Disc Wet, Multiple Disc

Ignition system TCI TCI TCI

Starter system Electric Electric Electric

Transmission system Constant Mesh, 6 speed Constant Mesh, 6 speed Constant Mesh, 6 speed

Final transmission Chain Shaft Shaft

Fuel consumption n/a 6.0l/100km n/a

CO2 emission n/a 138g/km n/a

Fuel System Electronic Fuel Injection Electronic Fuel Injection Electronic Fuel Injection

Chassis
Frame Steel tube backbone, Double cradle Steel tube backbone Steel tube backbone

Front travel 210 mm 190 mm 190 mm

Caster Angle n/a 28º 28º

Trail n/a 126 mm 126 mm

Front suspension system Upside down telescopic fork Upside-down telescopic fork, Ø43 mm Upside-down telescopic fork, Ø43 mm

Rear suspension system Swingarm, Link type suspension Swingarm, Adjustable preload and rebound damping, link 
suspension, Monoshock

Swingarm, Electronically adjustable preload and rebound 
damping,      link suspension, Monoshock

Rear Travel 200 mm 190 mm 190 mm

Front brake Hydraulic dual disc, Ø 282mm Hydraulic dual disc, Ø310 mm wave discs Hydraulic dual disc, Ø310 mm wave discs

Rear brake Hydraulic single disc, Ø 245mm Hydraulic single disc, Ø282 mm wave disc Hydraulic single disc, Ø282 mm wave disc

Front tyre 90/90 R21 M/C 54V with Pirelli Scorpion Rally STR 110/80 R19 M/C 59V 110/80 R19 M/C 59V

Rear tyre 150/70 R18 M/C 70V with Pirelli Scorpion Rally STR 150/70 R17 M/C 69V 150/70 R17 M/C 69V

Dimensions
Overall length 2,365 mm 2,250 mm 2,255 mm

Overall width 915 mm 980 mm 980 mm

Overall height 1,455 mm 1,410 mm - high 1,470 mm 1,410 mm

Seat height 880 mm 845/870 mm 845/870 mm

Wheel base 1,590 mm 1,540 mm 1,540 mm

Minimum ground clearance 240 mm 190 mm 190 mm

Wet weight (including full oil & fuel) - 257 kg 265 kg

Fuel tank capacity 16 litres 23 litres 23 litres

Oil tank capacity n/a 4.2 litres 4.2 litres



XT1200ZE Super Ténéré Raid Edition
Engine

Engine type Forward inclined 2-cylinder, 4-stroke, liquid cooled,      
DOHC, 4-valve

Displacement 1,199cc

Bore x stroke 98 mm x 79.5 mm

Compression ratio 11.0 : 1

Maximum power 82.4kW (112PS) @ 7,250 rpm

Limited power version n/a

Maximum Torque 117.0Nm (11.9kg-m) @ 6,000 rpm

Lubrication system Dry sump

Clutch Type Wet, Multiple Disc

Ignition system TCI

Starter system Electric

Transmission system Constant Mesh, 6 speed

Final transmission Shaft

Fuel consumption n/a

CO2 emission n/a

Fuel System Electronic Fuel Injection

Chassis
Frame Steel tube backbone

Front travel 190 mm

Caster Angle 28º

Trail 126 mm

Front suspension system Upside-down telescopic fork, Ø43 mm

Rear suspension system Swingarm, Electronically adjustable preload and rebound 
damping,        link suspension, Monoshock

Rear Travel 190 mm

Front brake Hydraulic dual disc, Ø310 mm wave discs

Rear brake Hydraulic single disc, Ø282 mm wave disc

Front tyre 110/80 R19 M/C 59V

Rear tyre 150/70 R17 M/C 69V

Dimensions
Overall length 2,255 mm

Overall width 980 mm

Overall height 1,410 mm

Seat height 845/870 mm

Wheel base 1,540 mm

Minimum ground clearance 190 mm

Wet weight (including full oil & fuel) 265 kg

Fuel tank capacity 23 litres

Oil tank capacity 4.2 litres

A Liquid Engine 
Component

At Yamaha we appreciate that our products 
instil a unique pride of ownership amongst 
our customers, and in recognition of their 
loyalty to the brand we have developed 
the Yamalube range of lubrication and 
maintenance care products.

Our Yamaha engineers consider oil as a 
liquid engine component that is one of 
the most important parts of your Yamaha 
engine. Choosing Yamalube really does 
make a difference. 

By always using Yamalube you can be 
sure that your engine has the potential to 
run at peak performance, and deliver the 
durability and reliability that you expect 
from every Yamaha. We also manufacture a 
range of care products that keep your pride 
and joy in tip-top conditions. Your local 
Yamaha dealer can advise you on the best 
Yamalube product for your Yamaha or visit 
our website.





Adventure Men’s Jacket

Adventure Gloves

Adventure Men’s Pants

Adventure Women’s Jacket

Adventure Women’s Pants

Adventure Apparel



MyRide: Take your ride to 
the next level!

Developed exclusively by Yamaha and 
available free of charge to every rider - 
whatever brand of motorcycle or scooter they 
own - the new MyRide app allows tracking and 
storing detailed information about every ride.

With the new Yamaha MyRide app, riders 
can record everything from lean angle, 
acceleration and speed through to elevation 
and braking force, making every journey even 
more rewarding. 

Apart from being able to review and analyse 
their own riding experiences, riders can also 
share their personal GPS Exchange Format 
(GPX) files* with other MyRide users. Also, 
riders can keep details of every motorcycle 
they ride or test - and they are able to check 
out many new routes by downloading other 
MyRide users' GPX files.

*GPX is a file format designed to provide GPS data to software 
applications such as navigators or GPS viewers. It can be used to 
describe waypoints, tracks, and routes.



Build your dream collection 
with the free MyGarage 
app

The MyGarage app is the best way to build 
your dream collection of Yamaha motorcycles 
– and it’s totally free! Download the app and 
you’re ready to start creating your very own 
personalised Yamaha.

With MyGarage you can add or remove a wide 
range of Genuine Options accessories and 
view the bike from any angle. Once you’ve 
created your dream bikes you can save them 
and share with friends – and when you’ve 
made the final decision on which version is 
right for you, simply send it to your Yamaha 
dealer who will turn it into reality.



Your search for adventure starts here
Inside every one of us there is a real spirit  
of adventure and a burning desire to find out 
what’s over the next horizon. And with this 
innate thirst for discovery, there is no limit to 
what you can achieve and how far you can go.

Yamaha’s 360 degree line up of products 
enables you to enjoy and share a seamless 
range of quality experiences on land, water 
or snow. And to help you find out what 
really revs your heart, Yamaha has created 
a specialist adventure portal that gives you 
instant access to an exciting, surprising and 
rewarding new world.

Destination Yamaha Motor is a global online 
travel platform that gives every thrill-seeker 
the opportunity to get their adrenaline 
pumping and make new memories that will 
last forever. Working with key approved 
travel partners, Destination Yamaha Motor 
enables you to search online for the ultimate 
adventure be it on a motorcycle, a 4-wheeler, 
a boat or a snowmobile.

With a truly diverse selection of trips on offer, 
you can find a new experience that broadens 
your horizons and takes you out of your 
comfort zone – and you can be sure that every 
provider has been checked and approved by 
Destination Yamaha Motor, meaning that  
you can book with total confidence. Visit 
https://destination-yamaha-motor.eu/ now 
and make an exciting new tomorrow with us.





YOU is a full range of premium services that makes every aspect of buying and owning a Yamaha even  
easier. We want to ensure that you always have an enjoyable experience whenever you come across  
a Yamaha product. 
YOU services make the purchase of every Yamaha more accessible – and Yamaha owners can benefit 
from the peace of mind that comes with every YOU product. Take a closer look at the range of YOU services, 
and you’ll see that it is more than buying a Yamaha, but the beginning of a long and lasting relationship.

When you buy any new Yamaha you can be sure that
premium quality and class leading reliability come as 
standard. And you will also benefit from the added 
reassurance of a full Yamaha Motor Factory Warranty that 
covers all parts and labour costs in the unlikely event that 
your Yamaha requires any unforeseen repairs. *

Yamaha offers a selection of financial services to make
the ownership of a Yamaha even more accessible.
Yamaha Motor Finance can be tailor-made to suit your
circumstances and lifestyle, giving you total flexibility. *

If you ever need help in the event of a breakdown you can
be sure that we’re only a phone call away.
Every Yamaha that’s protected by a Factory Warranty is
automatically covered by Yamaha Motor Road Assistance.
And we’ll be right there, whenever you need us. *

* Terms and conditions apply. Please contact your local dealer for more information.



Be Smart. Keep it Genuine.
 
To ensure that your Yamaha delivers optimum 
performance with long-term reliability, we 
recommend that you always use Yamaha 
Genuine Parts. Our high-quality spare parts 
comply with proven safety standards, fit 
perfectly and have a high resistance to wear - 
giving you peace of mind.

By using an Official Yamaha Dealer 
for servicing, you can be sure that all 
maintenance is carried out by highly skilled 
Yamaha Technicians using Genuine Parts and 
Yamalube products.

Our technicians are regularly trained at the 
Yamaha Technical Academy, giving them the 
expert knowledge and in-depth experience 
needed to keep your Yamaha in factory-fresh 
condition. For more detailed information 
please consult your local Yamaha dealer or 
visit our website.
www.yamaha-motor.eu/uk/services



Yamaha Motor Europe N.V., branch UK

Unit A2 & A3
Kingswey Business Park

Forsyth Road
Woking

Surrey,  GU21 5SA
Tel: 01932 358 000

www.yamaha-motor.eu/uk follow us on:

Dealer

20_DL1_ADV_UK_EN

Always wear a helmet, eye protection and protective clothing. Yamaha encourages 
you to ride safely and respect fellow riders and the environment. Images displayed may 
depict a professional rider performing under controlled conditions or on closed circuit. 
All information is given for general guidance. Specifications and appearance of Yamaha 
products, Yamaha accessories and non-Yamaha-branded accessories are subject to change 
without prior notice. Non-Yamaha-branded accessories are fully developed and produced 
by respected third parties. Yamaha does not guarantee the availability of the displayed 
products and accessories in local markets. The product and accessories range may be 
limited in some countries. Yamaha has the right to discontinue products and accessories 
without prior notice. Where applicable, prices of Yamaha products and accessories may 
vary according to local requirements and conditions. No rights can be obtained from this 
information. For further details and availability, please contact your local Yamaha dealer


